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Abstract Resumen
This paper presents a system prototype for traffic
sign detection (SDST) on-board a moving vehicle.
Therefore, a new approach to the development of an
SDST is presented, using the following innovations:
i) an efficient method of color segmentation for re-
gions of interest (ROIs) generation based on k-NN
with , ii) a new version of the HOG descriptor for
feature extraction and iii) SVM training for stage
multi-classification. The proposed approach has been
specialized and tested on a subset of Regulatory (Stop,
Give-way and Velocity) Ecuadorian signs. Many ex-
periments have been carried out in real driving condi-
tions, under different lighting changes such as normal,
sunny and cloudy. This system has showed a global
performance of 98.7% for segmentation, 99.49% for
classification and an accuracy of 96% for detection.

Este artículo presenta un prototipo de un sistema em-
barcado en un vehículo para la detección de señales
de tránsito (SDST). Por lo tanto, un nuevo enfoque
para la construcción de un SDST se presenta usando
las siguientes innovaciones, i) un método eficiente de
segmentación por color para la generación de regiones
de interés (ROI) basado en los algoritmos k −NN ,
Km−means con , ii) una nueva versión del descriptor
HOG para la extracción de características, y iii) el
entrenamiento del algoritmo SVM no-lineal para mul-
ticlasificación. El enfoque propuesto ha sido probado
sobre un subconjunto de las señales de tránsito ecua-
torianas de regulación (Pare, Ceda el paso y Veloci-
dad). Varios experimentos han sido desarrollados en
condiciones reales de conducción en varias ciudades
ecuatorianas, bajo tres condiciones de iluminación:
normal, soleado y nublado. Este sistema ha mostrado
un desempeño global del 98,7 % para la segmentación,
99,49 % para la clasificación y una precisión global
del 96 % en la detección.

Keywords: Accidents, Ecuador, HOG, k − NN ,
Km − means, SVM, Traffic sign, Stop, Give way,
Velocity.

Palabras clave: Accidentes, Ecuador, HOG, k −
NN , Km −means, señales de tránsito, SVM, Pase,
Ceda el paso, Velocidad.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Notation

The notation used throughout this article is presented
in Table 1.

Table 1. Notation

Name Acronym
K-nearest neigborhood k-NN
Partitioning method in K m means K m -means
Support Vector Machine SVM
Principal Component Analysis PCA
Support Vector Regression SVR
Convolutional Neural Network CNN
Extreme Learning Machine ELM
Multi-Layer Perceptron MLP
Adaptive Boosting Adaboost
Histogram of Oriented Gradient HOG
Pyramidal Histogram of Oriented Gradient PHOG
Aggregate Channel Features ACF
Speeded Up Robust Features SURF
Integral Channel Features ICF
Discrimiative Codeword Selection DSC
Region Of Interest ROI
Color space Red, Green, Blue RGB
Luminance color space, with chrominance YCbCrCb and Cr
Luminance color space, a* between red and L*a*b*green and b* between yellow and blue
Color space Hue, Saturation, Intensity HIS
Color space Hue, Saturation, Value HSV
Receiver Operating Characteristic ROC
Area under a ROC curve AUC
Traffic sign detection systems TSDS

1.2. Motivation

The purpose of traffic signs is to help the orderly and
safe movement of actors, allowing a continuous flow of
both vehicle and pedestrian traffic. Each of these sig-
nals presents instructions, which provide information
about routes, destinations, points of interest, prohi-
bitions, alerts, etc. These signals must be respected
by all road users in order to avoid unexpected and
unfortunate accidents, and above all, have a reliable
and safe circulation [1]. The risk of an adult pedestrian
dying after being hit by a car is less than 20% at a
speed of 50 km/h, and about 60% at 80 km/h, so it
is essential for drivers to take into account the speed
established by traffic signs [2].

Currently, Ecuador has the best road network in
South America [3]. This includes regulatory Stop, Give-
way and Speed traffic signs at the intersections of
roads, roundabouts and access points through sec-
ondary roads. Despite this important road infrastruc-
ture, Ecuador exceeds the death rate in traffic acci-
dents by 3.14% with respect to the average of other
Andean countries. Thus, traffic accidents are a con-
stant problem, due to several critical factors, such as

the imprudence of drivers when driving with exces-
sive speed and not respecting traffic signs [4]. In 2015,
13.75% of all traffic accidents happened at road inter-
sections [5], generating 8.14% of deaths under this type
of mishap. On the other hand, an adult pedestrian has
less than a 20% chance of dying if he is struck by a car
at less than 50 km/h, but almost a 60% risk of dying
if they are hit at 80 km/h [2].

TSDSs are of increasing importance [6, 7] because
they can help in the prevention and reduction of traffic
accidents [8]. However, these systems are still far from
perfect, and must be specialized by country, adapted
to the particularities of the transit signage design of
each nation [9].

Therefore, this research presents a TSDS special-
ized in three types of traffic signs from Ecuador, which
are the Stop, Give-way and Speed signs. Being able to
detect them is important because it allows the driver
to be alerted that they will cross an area with a high
potential for collision with another vehicle. In the case
of the Stop disk, the driver must stop completely; in
the case of Give-way, the driver must become vigilant,
and in the case of Speed the driver must respect the
speed limits of 50 km/h and 100 km/h in urban and
motorway zones, respectively. The speed signal of 50
km/h is the most common daily limit in urban en-
vironments, and 100 km/h is the most common on
motorways.

For the implementation of TSDS, modern tech-
niques of computer vision and artificial intelligence
have been used to cover all cases that arise while
driving during the day, such as: variability of light-
ing, partial occlusion and deterioration of signals. The
document is organized as follows: the second section
corresponds to the previous works regarding the de-
tection of traffic signs. Section three presents a new
system for the detection of traffic signs for the case
of the Ecuadorian traffic signs of Stop, Give-way and
Speed. Then, the next section shows the experimental
results in real driving conditions. Finally, the last part
is dedicated to conclusions and future work.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Previous works

For the development of systems for automatic detection
of traffic signs, the problem is usually divided into two
parts, segmentation and recognition/classification [10].

a) In the case of segmentation, one of the predom-
inant characteristics in the visible spectrum, is
color, where color spaces and different computer
vision techniques have been used to generate
regions with a high possibility of containing a
traffic sign. Such is the case that most of the tech-
niques based on color seek to be robust against
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the variations of lighting during the day, in dif-
ferent scenarios such as sunny, cloudy, etc. Thus,
Salti et al. [11] have used three color spaces de-
rived from RGB, the first to highlight traffic signs
with predominance of blue and red colors, the
second for signals with intense red and the third
for bright blues. Li et al. [12] have constructed a
space where the objects dominated by the blue-
yellow and green-red colors stand out, on which,
using the K-means clustering algorithm [13] they
construct a color classification method for the
generation of ROI. Nguyen et al. [6] have used
the HSV space with several thresholds to gener-
ate a set of ROI looking for red and blue colors.
Lillo et al. [14] have used the L*a*b* spaces and
HSI to detect signals where the colors red, white
and yellow predominate, using the components
a* and b* to build a classifier for these colors.
Chen and Lu [15] have used multiresolution and
AdaBoost techniques to merge two sources of
information, visual and spatial localization; in
the visual they construct two color spaces based
on RGB called outgoing color maps, in spatial
they have used the gradient with different ori-
entations. Finally, Han et al. [16] have used the
H component of the HSI space, to generate an
interval where the traffic signs stand out, and
to construct a gray image where the ROIs are
located. Villalón et al. [17] have implemented a
filter using the normalized RGB color space, on
which, by calculating statistical parameters, they
have generated the red regions and thus have
obtained the ROI.

b) In the recognition/classification scenario, some
methods have been used for the extraction of
characteristics in conjunction with a learning-
machine algorithm [18–20], in order to classify
and recognize the different types of signals. This
stage is divided into two parts: i) method of
extracting characteristics and, ii) choice of classi-
fication algorithm. In the first case there is a wide
variety of proposals. Thus, Salti et al. [11], Huang
et al. [21], Shi and Li [22] have used the descriptor
HOG [23] with three variants specialized in traffic
signs. Li et al. [12] have used the PHOG descrip-
tor, which is a variation of HOG in a pyramidal
scheme. Lillo et al. [14] have implemented feature
extraction using the discrete Fourier transform.
Han et al. [16] have used the SURF method [24].
Chen and Lu [15] used iterative DSC for the gen-
eration of the feature vector. Mongoose et al. [9]
jointly implemented ICF and ACF to generate
the characteristics. Pérez et al. [10] have used the

PCA technique for the reduction of the dimen-
sion and the choice of dominant characteristics.
Finally, Lau et al. [25] have used a weighting of
neighboring pixels to highlight the characteristics
of the object of interest. In the second question,
the preferred algorithms are: SVM [13,20], used
in the works of Salti et al. [11], Li et al. [12], Lillo
et al. [14] and Shi and Li [26]. SVR used in Chen
and Lu [15], [20] implemented in the investiga-
tions of Han et al. [16] Artificial neural networks,
used by Huang et al. [21] with the ELM case
and Pérez et al. [10] with the MLP implementa-
tion. Adaboost with decision trees used in the
work of Mogelmose et al. [9] Villalón et al. [17]
have developed a statistical template based on
a probability-adjusted model on the normalized
YCbCr and RGB spaces. In recent years, the
techniques based on deep learning are gaining
more importance, so much so that CNN and its
variations are used for automatic classification,
where the vector of characteristics is extracted
without direct human intervention. Such is the
case of the works of Lau et al. [25], Zhu et al. [27]
and Zuo et al. [28]

c) Regarding the traffic sign databases, it can be
mentioned that each country has its own reg-
ulations in terms of signaling, divided into the
categories of information, mandatory, prohibitive
and warning [9,11,14,15,27]. At present, the main
databases present in the bibliography correspond
to countries such as Germany [10,21], Italy [11],
Spain [14], Japan [6], United States [9], Swe-
den [27], Malaysia [25]; an isolated case is that
of Chile [17]. This bibliographic review demon-
strates that there is no important, and even less
reliable, information from developing countries,
as is the case of Ecuador, with respect to the traf-
fic sign data bases; this generates a challenge to
raise this type of information, which must also be
relevant to ensure road safety and maintenance
of road infrastructure.

2.2. Methods for the construction of the traffic
sign detection system

The scheme of the system proposed in this research is
presented in Figure 1, which shows the segmentation
(location) and recognition (classification) stages. In
the segmentation process, a set of ROI is generated,
which will then be sent to the classification stage for
recognition. This proposal only works in the restricted
case of the Stop, Give-way and Speed of 50 km/h and
100 km/h traffic signs. These signs have the color red
in common, and belong to the prohibition type.
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Figure 1. Proposed scheme for the location and recognition of traffic signs at road intersections in Ecuador in the
visible spectrum, for the Stop and Give-way cases; and its subsequent extension to the case of Speed at 50 km/h and
100 km/h.

2.2.1. Segmentation by color and ROI genera-
tion

Figure 1 (left) shows the segmentation scheme de-
scribed below.

Segmentation is done by discriminating the red
color of the background from the rest of the colors.
Experimentally, the RGBN color space has been cho-
sen because it has a more compact distribution in the
channels Bn and Gn, whose values are within the and
intervals, respectively. Figure 2a shows the distribution
of the red color according to normal, sunny and dark
lighting conditions. Figure 2b show the distributions
of the classes, where red represents the interest class
and blue identifies the non-interest class.

1) 1) Representative points in space Bn and
Gn: To generate a small number of represen-
tative points of each class, the grouping algo-
rithm Km-means is used [19]; in this way, Km
centroids for each of the classes are obtained.
The efficient value of Km has been determined
experimentally using the methods of Calinski-
Harabasz [29], Davies-Bouldin [30], Gap [31] and
Silhouettes [32], obtaining the following values,
30 and 40 for the red and not red (other col-
ors) classes, respectively. Figure 2b shows the
centroids of the two classes generated with Km.
To generate this figure, samples have been used
in three lighting conditions: sunny, normal and
dark.
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a

b

c

Figure 2. Color distribution in the normalized RGB space
Bn and Gn, (a) distribution according to lighting conditions,
(b) representation of the interest and non-interest classes,
(c) graph of the centroids generated with Km − means.

2) 2) Classifier design based on k − NN : To
design this classifier it is important to choose an
adequate value of to allow the improvement of

discrimination between the interest classes and
the background. In this sense, the value of the
area under the curve, known as the AUC index,
of the ROC curve [33] has been used. The values
used for this procedure are between 1 and 8. Ta-
ble 2 shows the results to choose the best value
for k.

Table 2. Choice of the K parameter in K- NN

k 1 2 3 4
AUC 0.985 0.931 0.986 0.987
k 5 6 7 8

AUC 0.985 0.983 0.982 0.983

3) Post-processing of bodies: Afterwards, using
the morphological operators of dilation and ero-
sion [26], certain bodies that do not meet specific
size characteristics are eliminated as candidates
for traffic signs. Experimental has set several
thresholds for this procedure.

4) Geometric constraints: Finally, the bodies
that do not fulfill the height/width relation are
eliminated, using thresholds determined experi-
mentally; Table 3 shows the necessary parame-
ters as a function of the reference distance. This
distance is part of the collision risk zone of a
vehicle.

Table 3. Geometric characteristics that a ROI must fulfill
over an image of 640 × 480 size depending on the reference
distance

Characteristic Minimum Maximum
value value

Area 400 pixels 10000 pixels
Width/height ratio 0,6 1,4
Reference distance 20 meters 5 meters

2.2.2. Recognition of traffic signs

In this stage, the ROIs coming from the segmentation
stage are classified to determine if they correspond to
a Stop, Give-way or Speed sign, or to another object
that is not of interest.

Figure 1 (right) shows the recognition scheme,
which consists of the following parts:

1) Preprocessing of candidates: The images cor-
responding to the gray scale ROI are transformed,
then they are normalized to a size of 32×32 pixels
and then the histogram equalization is performed
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to obtain an image with a uniform distribution
of gray levels. This process allows for an increase
in the contrast of the image and a reduction of
abrupt illumination changes.

2) Feature extraction: A new version of the HOG
descriptor [34] is used to find the representative
characteristics of a traffic sign. The innovation
developed on this descriptor focuses on varying
the size of the cells and the orientations, and
finding the best combination adapted to the traf-
fic signs. In this sense, the cells take values of
2 × 2, 4 × 4, 8 × 8 and 16 × 16 pixels. Figure 3
shows this form of division in the four cases. Ori-
entation is obtained by dividing the orientation
range without sign of [−90◦; 90◦] or

[ −π
2 ; π2

]
in

3,6,9,12 and 15 intervals.

a b

c d

Figure 3. Cell size variation on images of 32 × 32 pixels:
(a) 2 × 2, (b)4 × 4, (c) 8 × 8 (d) 16 × 16.

3) Classification training based on SVM:
SVM [18–20] is used with three different cores to
try out the best option: linear, polynomial and
RBF. For training, three data sets are used that
correspond to the Stop, Give-way, and Speed
signs and other elements that do not belong to
the previous cases.

The best option is chosen over this range of param-
eters using the AUC index [33]. In total, 60 cases are
evaluated combining points 2 and 3, from which the
ones that generate the best results are extracted in
the next section.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Perception and processing system

The total traffic sign detection system is presented in
Figure 4. The perception system consists of a webcam
with USB input at 25 frames per second, a display
screen and a camera support. The processing system
is a computer installed on the experimental vehicle
ViiA. This vehicle incorporates a 12 V-120 AC power
source that continuously supplies electrical power for
the operation of the road system.

Figure 4. System of traffic sign detection in Ecuador, for
the Stop, Give-way and Speed (50 and 100) signs, installed
on the windshield of an experimental vehicle.

Currently, this system is easy to install in any type
of vehicle and does not interfere with driving thanks
to its small size.

3.2. Training, validation and experimentation
database

The training and validation databases have been built
with images of traffic signs from Ecuador, taken in the
cities of Latacunga, Ambato, Salcedo, Quito and San-
golquí, in real driving scenarios, in different lighting
conditions during the day. These conditions correspond
to the cases of normal, sunny and cloudy. More details
are found in Table 4.
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Table 4. Environmental conditions for the acquisition of
images

Ambient Real time on
cities and highways

Climate conditions Normal, sunny and cloudy
Capture time 5.30 a. m. to 7.30 p. m.

Camera capture 25 frames per secondspeed
Image size 640 x 480 pixels

Image background Complex, not fixed
Size of the Varyingtraffic signs

Conditions of Faded, blurred,
traffic signs damaged, occluded

Type of Stop, Give-way and
traffic signs Speed of 50 and 100

Table 5 shows the size of the training and validation
sets obtained by means of the Holdout method [35]
and in Figure 5 several positive and negative examples
are observed.

Table 5. Size of the training sets and validation by Stop,
Give-way and negative signs

Number of samples
Total

Stop Give- Speed Speed Negativesway 50 100
Training 700 700 700 700 2800 5600

Validation 300 300 300 300 1200 2400
Total 1000 1000 1000 1000 4000 8000

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 5. Examples of the traffic sign database for
Ecuador under different lighting and status conditions,
(a) Stop, (b) Give-way, (c) limit of 50 km/h, (d) limit of
100 km/h and (e) negative examples.

To increase the size of the training set, the images
were randomly rotated to a total of five times the orig-
inal size. In this way, the variability of the database is
increased.

Subsequently, to verify the operation of the system,
a database with videos was built in real driving situa-
tions, in the visible spectrum under different lighting
conditions. This base consists of five specimens under
different lighting conditions, where the signals have
been manually located for evaluation purposes [33].

3.3. Analysis of results

The results can be summarized in the following points:

1) For the case of color segmentation, the classifica-
tion algorithm generates an AUC of 0.986, with
k = 4 and Km = 30 for red class and k = 4 and
Km = 30 for other colors class.

2) For the classification, the best parameters of the
HOG descriptor are cells of 8 × 8 pixels, blocks
of 2 × 2 cells with simple overlap, 9 unsigned
orientations and C = 215, r = 0, γ = 1/m poly-
nomial SVM parameters, where m is the size of
the feature vector. Table 6 presents the results
for the case of 8 × 8 pixels, where the best result
is highlighted in bold.

Table 6. Classification results with HOG characteristics
with cells of 8 × 8 pixels in all orientations.

Orientations Tipe of core
Linear Polynomial RBF

3 0,9603 0,9913 0,9755
6 0,9784 0,9947 0,9834
9 0,9798 0,9949 0,9784

12 0,9762 0,9921 0,9827
15 0,9834 0,9971 0,9819
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To measure the detection power, the curve of the
false negative rate (loss rate) versus the false positive
rate, in a logarithmic scale in the range of 0.01–1m [36],
is presented in Figure 6. This shows that the best per-
formance is on normal days with a loss rate of 13%
and the worst execution is on sunny days with a loss
rate of 28%.

The system has an excellent performance, with
an average accuracy of 96%. The worst accuracy is
achieved in sunny conditions, since the excess of light
prevents a correct segmentation for the generation of
ROIS, see Table 7.

Figure 6. DET curve of the traffic sign detection system,
separated in different lighting conditions and globally.

Table 7. Results of the traffic sign detection system in
different lighting scenarios during the day

TRPa TFNb TRNc TFPd Exe Prf
Día normal 0,87 0,13 0,997 0,003 0,98 0,97
Día soleado 0,72 0,28 0,995 0,005 0,97 0,9
Día nublado 0,79 0,21 0,997 0,003 0,97 0,96
Sistema total 0,81 0,19 0,997 0,003 0,98 0,96
a Real positive rate, b False negative rate
c Real negative rate, d False positive rate
e Accuracy, f Precision

Several examples generated by the system can be
seen in Figures 7, 8, 9 and 10. The samples are in vari-
ous lighting conditions during the day, dawn and early
evening, when traveling through urban areas and high-
way areas around the cities of Quito and Sangolquí.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7. Results of the traffic sign detection system in
the case of Stop signs, during a sunny day on a highway;
(a) input image, (b) ROI and (c) detections.

(a)

(b)
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(c)

Figure 8. Results of the traffic sign detection system in
the cases Stop and Give-way signs, during a dark day in an
urban area; (a) input image, (b) ROI and (c) detections.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9. Results of the traffic sign detection system in
the case of Speed of 50 sign, during a dark day (at dawn)
in urban area; (a) input image, (b) ROI and (c) detections.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 10. Results of the traffic sign detection system in
the case of Speed of 100, during a dark day in urban area;
(a) input image, (b) ROI and (c) detections.

3.4. Computation times

Table 8 shows the computation time of the global
system.

Table 8. Total computation times of the traffic sign de-
tection system in Ecuador in the visible spectrum in the
cases of Stop, Give-way signs.

Stage Average time
(ms)

Capture 1,75
Segmentation 28,79Recognition 14,05Display 1.75
Total time 46,34

These results are the average values of the process-
ing of images of pixels, distributed as follows: 9999 in
sunny, 14744 in normal and 12442 in cloudy.
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From these experimental results it can be verified
that the computation times, in the cases of segmen-
tation and recognition, are quite short and therefore
competitive to be part of applications in real-time
systems.

4. Conclusions and future work

In this research work, in the field of driving assistance
systems with emphasis on the detection of traffic signs,
the following original contributions were made:

• The construction of a new database for the recog-
nition of traffic signs in Ecuador, in the cases of
Stop, Give-way and Speed signs. This informa-
tion is available for the free use of the scientific
community.

• The development of a new color segmentation
method for the generation of ROI using the k–NN
classifier together with the Km −means means
clustering algorithm. This implementation effi-
ciently covers the scenarios of normal, sunny and
dark lighting during the day. In addition, dis-
tance is included as a reference parameter for
the ROI preselection. In this way, this proposal
reaches a classification rate of 98.7% in the pixels
of interest and the background.

• The implementation of a new version of the HOG
descriptor consisting of cells of 8×8 pixels, blocks
of 2 × 2 cells with simple overlap and 9 orien-
tations without sign. The classification rate is
99.49 using SVM with a polynomial core.

• The construction of a system to detect traffic
signs in Ecuador, specialized in the Stop and
Give-way cases. The DET curve indicates that
its performance is 96%, so it is competitive re-
garding the proposals present in the state of the
art.

• The construction of a driver assistance system
that works in quasi-real time, that is, at 21.58
frames per second, is a system that is easy to
install in a vehicle for everyday use.

For the future, this methodology will be extended to
all the traffic signs of the prohibition type in Ecuador,
where the rest of the speed limit signs for urban areas
and highways are located. Finally, it is worth indicat-
ing that a method to check and compare the quality
of the classifier will be introduced. For this purpose, a
method based on ELM is being prepared.
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